Flashlight Activation

TD4 X 240 Lumens Tactical Flashlight

Instruction Manual

with New Strobe and Dimming Capabilities

1 Momentary activation button
Press on/Release off

1 Momentary activation button
press on / release off

2 Constant on button
Press on
Press again off
Press and hold to dim the light
Press and hold again to brighten the light

Newly upgraded Cree bulb recessed in a larger reflector;
amplifying the brightness and projecting the beam even further!
Anti-Roll Design

Lanyard Ring

3 Strobe button
Press to activate strobe function
Press on hold to change to “S.O.S” light
signal

Construction
FINNED BEZEL
provides better heat—dissipation.

3 Strobe button
Strobe and “S.O.S.”

2 Constant on with adjustable light level button
provides longer battery life ( 1 to 240 lumens)

Included Accessories
Finger control
multi function tail cap
STRENGTHENED
WINDOW—

1” BODY—

more durable window
prevents breakage

ﬁts any Scope mount
Anti-Roll Design

Specifications

Grenelated and hardened steel strike bezel gives
emergency glass breaking capability

BULB
OUTPUT
RUNTIME

LED - 100,000 hours life time warranty
240 lumens
1.5 hour - full power
3 hours - strobe mode
300 hours - lowest power
WEIGHT(w/batteries) 6.24oz (177g)
LENGTH
6.41”(16.3cm)
BEZEL
1.6”(4.1cm)
BODY
1”(2.54cm)
BATTERIES
Two CR123A lithium included
OPERATION
Momentary
Strobe & "S.O.S." signal
Constant On and adjustable light level

Duty Holster

Lanyard

High quality 1000D
three-layer Nylon
laminated holster for
transporting and
attaching your duty
belt.($ 30 Value)

The lanyard on the
TD4 X allows you to
securely attach the
flashlight around your
wrist or to wear it
around your neck.

Optional Accessories

Weapon Mount-

Assembling the Lanyard

M2 Rail Mount

Step 1

Mounts to standard
7/8” weaver base and
M1913 Picatinny rail
without tools.

Insert the Lanyard
Ring to the position
close to the tail cap.

Step 2
Pull up the lanyard
tightly.

UB2 Barrel Mount
Mounts to virtually
every signal barrel rifle
or shotgun with a
barrel size of 0.55”∼
1.06”(14mm ∼27mm)

Battery Replacement

1. Unscrew the tail cap, remove
used batteries and insert two new
CR123A batteries into battery
case as shown.

BEAMSHOT other equipment

2. Replace the battery
case into flashlight housing,
please note the bulge point on
the battery case has to face the
arrow on the tail cap.

Waterproof
Green Laser Pointer

GB50

Waterproof
Green Laser Pointer

GB100

www.beamshot.com

True Daylight
Green Laser Sight

GB1000

True Daylight
Green Laser Sight

GB2000

Green Laser Sight

GB 8300S
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